
Using cerebrospinal fluid for the diagnosis
of tuberculous meningitis with GeneXpert

To the Editor:

We read with interest the systematic review by C. Denkinger and co-workers on the use of the Xpert MTB/

RIF assay for diagnosing extrapulmonary tuberculosis (TB) [1], particularly in light of World Health

Organization (WHO) endorsement of Xpert MTB/RIF and its recent policy statement on extrapulmonary

TB [1–3]. Given the severe clinical course and high mortality associated with TB meningitis, combined with

the lack of TB culture capacity in much of the developing world, WHO has endorsed testing cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) with the automated Xpert MTB/RIF assay as a first-line test over conventional microscopy in

patients with suspected TB meningitis [2]. This policy recommendation came as a ‘‘strong recommendation

given the urgency of rapid diagnosis’’ despite the ‘‘very low quality of evidence’’ [2].

Indeed, as C. Denkinger and co-workers’ review clearly illustrates, the small number of published studies

that have compared Xpert testing of CSF with culture use a variety of different testing protocols, differing in

the amount of CSF tested and whether the CSF was centrifuged, decontaminated and/or diluted with

sample reagent [1]. One of the largest studies performed to date found a significant improvement in the

sensitivity of the Xpert MTB/RIF test in CSF when the CSF was centrifuged [4]. However, this was only with

unpaired samples from two different groups of patients; when 12 positive paired samples from the same

patients were tested, no significant difference was found [4].

Given the variability in sample processing protocols, the WHO expert group highlighted ‘‘the need to develop

standardised protocols for processing samples for use in subsequent studies employing Xpert MTB/RIF in

non-respiratory specimens. The Expert Group recommended that processing protocols not only focus on one

sample type in particular but assess differences in performance with modified processing in the individual

steps: homogenization, concentration, decontamination, and sample reagent to sample ratio’’ [5].

In our laboratory, we tested nine different protocols for using CSF in the Xpert MTB/RIF assay, based on

the procedures from published studies [1]. Pooled CSF samples were spiked with an attenuated laboratory

strain of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (H37Ra), in concentrations ranging from 102 to 106 CFU?mL-1. 10

samples were each tested in nine different ways, varying the amount of sample used, if the sample was

centrifuged and how much sample reagent was used. Decontamination of samples was not performed, as

CSF should otherwise be sterile. The difference in PCR cycle threshold values was compared to evaluate

assay performance. As seen in table 1, depending on the protocol used, the difference in cycle threshold

values ranged between 0.1 and 1.9 cycles. These differences were similar regardless of initial bacterial

TABLE 1 Comparison of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) protocols for Xpert MTB/RIF testing

Protocol Mean PCR cycle

Direct testing of CSF
0.5 mL 1.9
1.0 mL 1.4
1.5 mL Referent
2.0 mL 1.5

Sample reagent:sample ratio
1:1 1.8
2:1 0.1
3:1 0.2

CSF centrifuged
4 mL 0.6
8 mL 0.2

Replicates of referent sample# 1.7

Data are presented as the threshold difference. #: direct testing of 1.5 mL CSF.
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concentration. However, four replicate samples using the same protocol also demonstrated a 1.7 cycle mean

difference, similar to the up to 1.9 cycle difference seen across protocols. The similarity in cycle differences

suggests that differences in cycle threshold values may be due to intra-assay variation and not related to the

sample processing protocol used. These results show that centrifugation may not be necessary for testing

CSF. Additionally, as CSF samples tend to be paucibacillary compared to sputum, less sample reagent may

be needed to produce an adequate tuberculocidal effect. Further research, ideally on paired samples from

TB meningitis patients, will help elucidate the most sensitive and safest method to test CSF with the Xpert

MTB/RIF test, particularly in settings that may not have access to centrifugation.
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From the authors:

We appreciate the response from R.F. Luo and co-workers on our meta-analysis on the accuracy of Xpert

MTB/RIF for extrapulmonary tuberculosis [1], as well as the data they present on various approaches to

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) processing for Xpert MTB/RIF testing.

In a recent guidance document on Xpert, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommend that Xpert

should be used as a first-line test over conventional microscopy and culture in patients with suspected

tuberculous meningitis [2, 3]. This recommendation was based on a systematic review of the evidence and

expert consensus [4]. However, our systematic review noted the highly variable sample processing methods

used across and within studies, and was unable to identify the best approach for sample processing. The

latter is largely due to the lack of recommendations from both the manufacturer and WHO on how to

process nonrespiratory samples.

WHO has recognised the need for such guidance and has published an Xpert MTB/RIF implementation

manual with recommendations on the technical and operational ‘‘how to’’, which includes standard

operating procedures for processing of CSF, lymph node samples and other tissues [5]. While this is a good

step forward, the recommendations are based on expert opinion and limited experimental data on the

optimisation of sample preparation comparing different protocols on the same clinical samples or spiked

samples in a controlled laboratory setting.

The data by R.F. Luo and co-workers addresses this knowledge gap. In a controlled laboratory environment

comparing different protocols on CSF, they were not able to reproduce the finding in our systematic review

of an increased sensitivity of Xpert on CSF with a centrifugation step prior to inoculation with the sample
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